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THE MURDERED SCIENTISTS
Why are so many of the worlds’ top scientist in virology and related disciplines being murdered? Between 2001 and
2010 more than one hundred leading scientists in microbiology, biological weapons and cellular disciplines have been
either murdered or are missing. Something ominous is transpiring. We are told. “One thing is certain: the small and
elite community of world class microbiologists is well aware that its numbers are shrinking and these dead
microbiologists were among the few who could have answered these important questions.”
What’s the connection between dead microbiologists, vaccine contacts and MEHPA? P. 10. “Over the past few weeks
several world acclaimed scientific researchers specializing in infectious diseases and biological agents such as Anthrax, as
well as DNA sequencing, have been found dead or have gone missing.” Ibid, p. 17. We are further warned. “… We
would see a worldwide pandemic with a protected group left unaffected by the pandemic or “plague.”
There will be more leading scientists murdered as well as those who try to bring public attention to this plot. The deaths
of world – renowned scientists in the field of infectious disease is a warning that the lasts days are here. By connecting
the dots, so to speak, with regard to each scientists specialized field, I believe we can conclude a major bio-weapon is in
the process of development and will soon be unleashed upon the world.” Ibid, p. 20.
We know that for many years, world think tank organizations advocating population control have said that the world’s
population should be cut down to a manageable level. We are told: “This is a terrible thing to say, In order to stabilize
world population, we much eliminate 350,000 people per day. It is a horrible thing to say, but it’s just as bad not to
say.” Jacques Cousteau, quoted in, Population Control Agenda, p 4. “If a black Death (a plague) could be spread
throughout the world once in every generation, survivors could procreated freely without making the world too full…
the state of affairs might be somewhat unpleasant, but what of it?” Bertrand Russell in, Ibid, p 4.
“Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.” The Georgia Guidestones in, Ibid, P 5. Again
we are told: “Several Top Secret recommendations were made by Dr. Aurelio Peccei of the Club of Rome (an
international bankers’ organization). He advocated that a plague be introduced that would have the same effect as the
famous Black Plague of history. The chief recommendation was to develop a microbe which would attack the
autoimmune system and thus render the development of a vaccine impossible. The orders were given to develop the
microbe and to develop a prophylactic and a cure. The cure would be administered to the survivors when it is decided
that enough people have died. The cure will be announced as newly developed when, in fact, it has existed from the
beginning.” Behold A Place Horse, P. 167.
The time is thus very near when a viral strain worse that HINI, Bird Flu or Ebola is released into the unsuspecting public
as there are not enough qualified men to help correct the plague and save lives. “This sudden demise of so many
leading researchers in their related or overlapping disciplines also many tell us that the time to release this DNA specific
pathogen may be just around the corner. The time may be imminent for the release of the new biological warfare
weapon.” Top Scientists Experts in Fighting Infectious Disease, are Suddenly Either Dead or Missing, p 5.
“Many observers and experts have speculated for years that certain globalist are getting ready to release a killer plague
on the earth. So people that are seen as a threat (i.e. biologist that created the actual plague or are working, on
vaccines) are being wiped out one by one as a precaution. These top microbiologists could have aided in the analysis of
this new bio-lab created hybrid influenza which could thwart the creator’s agenda. Now that we have the emergence of
this new hybrid influenza, it is imperative to highlight this issue again.” List of Dead Top Scientist and Microbiologist, P
2.
You need to accept Jesus Christ as your savior from sin and be converted, that God may protect you. May God bless you
all. Amen.

